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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

NakshaTweet - A Mapping Engine for Trends in Chatter in Social 
Media 

by 
Ashish Gupta 

Master of Science in Computer Science 
San Diego State University, 2012 

 
Today, we live in a social network generation. Yes a social network generation, 

which connect people from all over the world at all given time. The world is getting closer 
every second. Ever wondered how much people talk on these social networks sites in various 
parts of the world. If we can compare the intensity of this chatter for previous months, we 
can figure out when and where people are talking more as compared to other cities and time 
and know where something interesting is going on. 

In addition to these social networks, other thing that is taking over the world is a 
smart phone. Smart phone gives you a power of computer and Internet in the palm of your 
hand. It had been a prediction that by the end of year 2012, every 1 of 2 individuals in 
America will have a smart phone. These phone have taken the Internet and mobile services to 
a completely new level. It can be said that internet and wireless data services like 3G and 4G 
have opened a whole new world and have given the consumer a wider opportunity to gather 
information about the world in the shortest possible time.  

There are apps, which help you depict what is currently important going around you 
in your area using the power of REST API’s. People tend to post about the things going 
around them, ups and down about new things and reviews and thought about the events in 
their area. These posts are relatively collected in a database on cloud and a consumer uses 
these updates to make his future plans. However, not everybody is socially active or spread 
his views. In cities where mobile data services are not so advanced, people are actually 
lacking the knowledge about the exciting things in their community as well as the about rest 
of the world. There is a need to find out in which cities people are talking more, posting 
things online, using the power of smart phone. This way we can able to depict a pattern of 
growing demands & needs of technology and social networking and also new events going 
around us. 

This pattern can benefit millions of consumers as well as commercial businesses to 
grow much further. As an example, if a new mobile company in the market is able to see a 
pattern about the cities where people are using less smart phone and social networking as 
compared to others, they can market their product more in these areas. Thus leading to 
business growth. Similarly a consumer can find out about a pattern in his city about time 
where people ate chatting more, there might be a possibility of something big and interesting 
going on and try to gather more knowledge, Thus making the consumer more socially active 
and informative. 

This thesis, therefore, is an original and formal interesting investigation to find out 
these patterns, giving people an idea about how the world is changing around them and at 
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what rate and making them more informative. The research takes into consideration 
developing application for Android smart phone (based on JAVA), which uses REST API’s 
from the famous social network TWITTER and depict a pattern of tweets from every city in 
the world in a form of bar charts and line graphs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop an android map engine that connects 

with the twitter server every time the app is run and download the current twitter chatter, 

plots it on a Google Map on Android Phones as well as saves it on the server. It then pulls the 

data for previous months from the server and provides the user an option to plot a pattern of 

chatter comparing the chatter from previous months in a Bar Graph or a Line Chart. 

 The development of such an application requires considerations and extensive coding 

in the following major areas: 

1. Talking to the social network platforms servers and downloading the latest data 
available. 

2. Creating REST API’s in PHP that will let the app to collect and save the downloaded 
data from social networking sites on to a server for future processing of old data. 

3. Using Google Maps services to draw a map on the Android Phone and plot the data in 
the form of overlays on the map. 

4. Giving a scroll bar through which user can scroll through previous months and 
change the data overlays instantly based on chatter size available for those months. 

5. Providing on touch creation of BAR CHARTS and LINE GRAPHS for the data 
available for the number of months and size of chatter for those months. 

 In subsequent chapters, these topics will be thoroughly and critically investigated as 

the case for a social graph of chatter based on geo location of user is developed. For a 

complete list of abbreviations, please refer to the Appendix. 

 In this introductory chapter, we go through a literature survey about social mapping 

and how various trends guide day-to-day life of an individual. Further we will discuss the 

development of applications for mobile platforms and their impact and ease of use even by 

the users who don’t belong to any technological background. 

1.1 LITERATURE SURVEY: SOCIAL MAPPING 
Social Map is a social networking platform that maps a virtual profile of a user based 

on his internet usage, type of data searched and presence on different type of social 
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networking websites. Thus social map builds a powerful web based community that explains 

how people fit into a social atmosphere by giving an insight to friends, family, marketers 

about what they do and look for in cyberspace. This type of information can be really 

powerful and of great importance depending upon if used for a good cause or not. These 

social maps make extensive use of Google Maps, does collecting data like location of the 

user or an event, type of content shared on different forums and blogs, type of content 

downloaded and browsed on internet, items purchased and size of online disk space being 

utilized.  

GPS technology helps friends and family to keep track of their loved ones wherever 

they. If a user is registered to any social network and use location based features like Google 

Latitude and Facebook checkins , family knows where they are at anytime. Thus users don’t 

have to call them from everywhere they go to let them know about their whereabouts. This is 

a great resource to connect with each other. Friends can actually plot a map of wherever you 

are travelling and check your progress and path taken. This help them know you are safe and 

will be on your destination at right time. This also helps for future travellers who might want 

to explore new places and follow the same map as their friends.  

Marketers also retrieve lots of useful knowledge with these Social Maps. These maps 

help them understand what a user will likely do before making the final purchase agreement. 

Now-a-days many websites collect information from your computer and mobile phone based 

on your privacy settings. This information help them gain an insight about the location from 

where you are using your device as well as your liking, interests and most searched keywords 

on a particular search page. As we always search for the items which we are more likely to 

buy, this information let the marketers to guide us to right sales location. They are able to 

send us similar advertisement on our email, phone devices and other applications based on 

our interests and talks users in to buy the stuff. 

This social mapping also brings along some things of insecurity. It allows general 

public to collect the data, which we do not want to share with strangers. Too much 

information is not good. It can lead people with negative thoughts to gain access of your 

personal items and can sometimes let them impersonate you. Today all the social networks 

are trying to add more and more security and privacy controls to lets user stay away from 

these maligners.  
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1.2 ANDROID APPLICATION FRAMEWORK 
Android is an operating system for mobile devices based on Linux kernal. Its an open 

development platform, thus developers are given complete freedom to design new, 

innovative and rich applications [1]. Developers can easily access and utilize full capabilities 

device hardware, GPS chip for location services, notification messages, device camera, 

image, audio and video capabilities and much more. As a result developers can design and 

create top level applications using Java language by using underlying Linux based software 

and hardware. Developers have full access to framework API used by core application and 

various libraries mostly written in on C/C++ language and modify them according to their 

own application needs and requirements. 

Today Android system is quite robust in nature, with dual core processors and up to 1 

GB of RAM and hard disk space expandable till 64 GB. This makes it far more superior than 

fourth generation computers of early 2000s. Developers can use these high level 

configuration phones to build high level graphic applications like games with full animation 

and 3D effects keeping in mind the memory management foundation of the system. Thus it 

has actually made the dreams of putting computers in the hand of consumers come to life.  

Android application is written in Java Language. Linux system creates a unique 

process for each android application and assigns it a unique identifier. Thus every android 

application runs its own process making it inaccessible for other application to access the 

information within without any permission. As the application starts, user is shown a UI 

screen with which he interacts. Android application consists of four essential building blocks 

namely Activities, Services, Content Providers and Broadcast receivers.  

Activities: Every screen is called an activity. An application can have any number of 

activities and all these activities run in the process assigned to the application. Every Activity 

has a lifecycle. As the user start the application, an activity is created which is done by an 

inbuild library method onCreate(). In this stage all the user interface views and list vies and 

data is bind to the activity. Following onCreate() , another method called onStart() is called 

where the activity actually becomes visible to the user and user can interact with it. Then 

there are methods like onPause() and onResume() which are called if user goes to another 

activity screen and returns after some operation to resume the previous activity. User can also 

use the methods onStop() and onDestroy to completely remove the activity from the activity 
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stack when he no longer requires it and can manage memory. All these methods can be 

overridden and developer can do specific implementation according to the application need. 

Services: A service component is used for running long operations like to download 

and upload data from web services or run a remote process. This component doesn’t have 

any user interface design and usually runs in the background. For example if a user wants to 

listen to music while writing an email, he can start the background music service.  

Content providers: Every application stores some amount of data, which they like to 

share. Content providers actually manage this shared set of application data to be used by 

other application. Just for example an application can access the list of all phone contacts 

from Contact application to build a new social network application. Content Provider 

requires certain read and write privileges before it allows other application to access and 

modify the data. 

Broadcast receivers: Broadcast receiver component is used to broadcast a particular 

message or announcement through the whole device. It doesn’t have a particular UI design, 

however it creates a status bar notification. For example if the phone battery is getting low a 

notification icon is set and message is broadcast to all applications to notify them.   
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CHAPTER 2 

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 OUTLINE SKETCH 
Application architecture is quite simple in nature. It uses android internet services to 

make web calls and download data from the sever and present it to the user in the required 

form. User is first given an option to type in the list of cities he wants to collect chatter data 

from. Once user submits the list, application makes a webservice called to public Yahoo API 

where it uploads the names of the city and converts it to latitude and longitude coordinates 

[2]. Thus, application now consists of a list of latitude and longitude. These coordinates are 

passed into Twitter Api to download the latest amount of chatter data and store it on our 

servers [3]. The reason for storing the data on our servers is that Twitter only let you access 

the data for last 7 days while we want to give a freedom to user to plot a pattern based on the 

data collected for last few months or years. Now user is able to see a map screen on his 

phone with current data and a scroll bar to scroll through the data from previous months. This 

data from previous months is downloaded from our servers once user downloads and uploads 

the current data. User can also click on any location overlay circle to plot a Bar Chart or a 

line graph showing a pattern in the chatter in a particular area. 

Figure 2.1 shows the flow diagram about the application architecture. It depicts all 

steps the application takes to show the intensity of chatter collected from the social network 

Twitter at a particular location. It collects the list of cities enetered by the user and convert 

them to the required GeoPoints and efficiently uses the web services and public API to plot 

the intensity on a google map. 

2.1.1 List of Cities 
User enters a list of city on the home screen of the application for which he need to 

plot the graph. In Android we first create an xml file with a list layout. As the user enter the 

data in the edit text box of the screen the data gats binds to this list view and the layout is 

refreshed.  

The xml file with listview layout looks like the image shown in Figure 2.2: 
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Figure 2.1. Flowchart for application 
architecture. 

The main Java class binds this listview with the first activity where user can enter the 

name of the city as shown in Figure 2.3. User is given full permission to edit the name or 

delete a particular city whenever he wants to make a change. The code to bind data is as in 

Figure 2.4 

User adds the city by pressing the add button. An onClickListener is called to capture 

the action by the button and retrieve the data from the edit text box where user typed in the 

name of the city. This text gets binds to the listview and added to the list and the whole view 

is refreshed so that the city name appears for the user to interact. The onClick listener code is 

shown in Figure 2.5. 

User then plots the map via pressing the Plot Map Button. This capture the event and 

uses android Intent services to start a new Map Activity as presented by Figure 2.6. 

2.1.2 Web Service 
Web service is a method of communication over the internet between any two 

devices. They help in gaining and transferring information from one device to other without 

any physical connection. They can run synchronously as well as a synchronously with the 
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Figure 2.2. ListView XML file. 

application depending on the conditions. Data is downloaded on a phone by making a web 

service call to the server, which in return makes a connection between both the devices server 

and android phone and they are able to share information. 

2.1.2.1 YAHOO API WEB SERVICE 
As the map activity receives the city list, it calls the Yahoo Api and Forward 

GeoCode all the cities to their latitude and longitude coordinates and thus creates a new list 

of GeoPoints. Yahoo API call has been shown in Figure 2.7. 

The location server response is in JSON which is lightweight data-interchange 

format. This format is easily readable and writable and can be modified according to the 

needs. Application then parses this JSON format to retrieve the list of latitude and longitude 

to be used to calculate intensities. Figure 2.8 shows the parsing of JSON object. 
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Figure 2.3. Enter city screen. 

 
Figure 2.4. Setting ListView in Java. 

2.1.2.2 TWITTER API WEB SERVICE 
Now user has a list of latitude and longitude points where he need to collect the 

chatter intensity and plot on the map. This list is now talks with the twitter servers and 

retrieves the intensity of chatter by people on each location. Server response is again passed 

in a JSON format which is parsed to get the integer value of the intensity. Figure 2.9 shows 

the code that searches for tweets on twitter server. 
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Figure 2.5. OnClickListner add list button. 

 
Figure 2.6. Starting the map screen. 

 
Figure 2.7. Yahoo API call. 

2.1.2.3 SERVER 
As the user collected all the current data from the twitter server, we call our server to 

save the information into a MySQL database. Now all the data stored in this database is used 

to show the chatter intensity at the given location at user’s map view in the phone. Figure 

2.10 tell how data is uploaded on our server to be re-used in future. 
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Figure 2.8. Parsing Yahoo response in JSON format. 

 

Figure 2.9. Twitter API call. 
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Figure 2.10. Saving data on server. 

Using the above code we can actually post all the information on the server using 

REST API and save the database for future use. 

2.1.2.4 PLOTTING MAP OVERLAYS 
Once we save the list of data values consisting Latitude, Longitude, city, and 

Intensity, we can create a circular overlay using Paint and intensity as radius factor. For 

drawing this circle we call the onDraw method of the Android Library and pass the 

parameters. The required parameters are Canvas to draw on, mapview to show the circle on, 

and shadow to depict if the overlay should have any shadow or not. We divide the intensities 

in different colors and radius to show a difference in circle for various intensity levels. Figure 

2.11 shows the final calls to plot map overlays. 
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Figure 2.11. Plotting overlays on Map. 

The code in Figure 2.12 depicts the onDraw method from the Android Library. Note 

we are using override notation to edit the code according to our application needs. 

2.2 SERVER API AND MYSQL DATABASE 
We are downloading the current intensity data from the Twitter and uploading it on 

the server server. To do so, we need to have a database table on the server to store all the data 

and an application program interface (API) to access that data via application. API will run 

various queries on the table as asked by the application and return the desired result in JSON 

encoded form. 

2.2.1 MySql Database 
MySQL is a database system that creates a relational database on the web-server in 

order to store information and different types of data to be accessible by the various 

applications and users. Data is stored in the forms of tables with rows and columns so that 

they can be easily readable and iterated as required. 

On the server we created a MySql Database shown in Figure 2.13 with columns id, 

source (for future use, currently null), year, month, latitude, longitude, country, city, 

content(or intensity). Figure 2.14 and Figure 2.15 shows how data is being stored in the 

database table on the server. 
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Figure 2.12. Creating the circle via Paint. 

 
Figure 2.13. MySQL Database architecture. 

 
Figure 2.14. MySql example with since_id. 
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Figure 2.15. MySql data for Chennai. 

2.2.2 API (Application Protocol Interface) to Retrieve 
Data from Server 

As we stored all the data on the server, we need to create an interface through which 

our application can interact with the database. This is called Application Protocol Interface. It 

is actually a set of programming instruction based on specification and queries intended to be 

used by the application. It is language independent, which means that it can be accessed by 

different type of languages and it, will respond to all in a similar manner without changing 

any code.  

Thus an API is a software to software interface and not a user interface. They can be 

also termed as software as a service (SaaS). Different applications can make use of these 

API’s without rewriting the code again and again. It acts as a secure platform for the data 

stored on the server as any application cannot access or modify it directly. They can only use 

the function calls in the API to access them and make changes. Thus even though API acts as 

a bridge between data on the server and application, application can only use the available 

methods in the API to play with the data.  

For current application, I developed the API in PHP language, which access the data 

via few methods and runs the queries on the database table [4]. Application can access this 

API via web service call and retrieve the required information for the user. 

In this section, the code in Figure 2.16 depicts how the API is connected with the 

database stored on the server by using a secure username and password. Now, if the 

application needs to make any changes in the database, they can use methods created in the 

API. For example to get month and intensity data for a given latitude, longitude and year we 

call the method getmonthandIntensity() as shown in Figure 2.17 that queries the MySql table 

on the server for given latitude, longitude and year parameters and returns a set of results in 

JSON encoded form to the mobile phone. 
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Figure 2.16. API code fragment. 

 
Figure 2.17. API code to retrieve month and intensity. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CASE STUDIES 

In this section, we will be doing a case study on few cities that we picked to test our 

work. We are running the app for last few months to gather the data of chatter intensity on 

these cities and plotting a pattern. The cities we chose are Bangalore (India), Chennai (India), 

Cairo (Egypt), Karachi (Pakistan). We have stored all the information on the server and 

application makes web service calls to download data from these servers. The reason for 

choosing these cities is quite simple. These are the cities where there were lots of activities in 

different months during year 2011. People were posting more and more things on Social 

Network about these events and connecting with the outside world. Our patterns depicted for 

which months people were more intensely sharing information on internet and expressing 

their views on different topics. 

3.1 COMPARISON OF INTENSITIES FOR VARIOUS CITIES 
Screenshots in Figure 3.1 depicts the intensity of chatter for the given cities for the 

months of Dec and Sept. We can clearly observe the difference that more number of people 

started posting on the internet as increase in time. In Chennai, there were almost 1500 people 

who were posting on public social networks in the month of September 2011. By October 

2011, number raised rapidly to 6600.  Thus we can see that there lot more activity going on 

in Chennai in the month of October. Similarly, for Bangalore, the average number of people 

posting on internet from around 3500 in June rose to 13284 in October. This is because of 

different activities going on in the months of October 2011 and November 2011 in 

Bangalore. We can easily draw a pattern on increase and decrease of Tweets intensity in 

Bangalore for the year 2011. 

3.2 CHENNAI (INDIA) – INTENSITY VS TIME 
Talking about Chennai, we see an average number of tweets every month around 

1800. However, for October 2011 – November 2011, we see the tweets count going as high 

as 6600 and then again depreciating in December 2011. During the months of October and 

November 2011, there were general body elections for whole state. People were tweeting 
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Figure 3.1. Intensities for September VS December. 

about different candidates and political parties from different regions and district. As people 

were expressing their views on most favorable and least favorable candidates, there were 

counter tweets for their opinion. This led to a considerable amount of increase in number of 

Tweets.  The graph is depicted in Figure 3.2. 

3.3 BANGALORE (INDIA) – INTENSITY VS TIME 
Similarly while plotting a pattern for city Bangalore in Figure 3.3, we find out that the 

number of people posting on internet were varying a lot for last few months. In the end of 

June the number was fairly close to 3400, however by end of next month i.e. July the number 

went down to somewhere around 1300 and in October 2011 it hiked to 13200. Though July 

seemed to show an average Tweet count, in July there was not much to talk about. In 

September 2011, Bangalore had the biggest Google event for Developers in India, which was 

followed by a T-20 Cricket League, SAP Technology event and Metallica concert in October 

2011. Thus, these different genre events ranging from sports, technology and music, gave  
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Figure 3.2. Bar Charts and line graph for Chatter intensities in Chennai. 

people so many interesting things to post about. Therefore there was a significant increase in 

Tweets intensity on the internet.  

3.4 CAIRO (EGYPT) – INTENSITY VS TIME 
Cairo (Egypt) is battling between various major events in 2011. Taking a dive into 

history we know that since Jan 2011 there has been a major revolt. People tried to overturn 

the regime of their President in Jan 2011 and were successful to overthrow him in February 

2011. Also thousands of people were killed in February 2011 in battle between government 

supporters and anti government protestors. Following October and November 2011 there was 

an Annual Egypt Trade and Export Finance conference and protests to delay the elections for 

new president. Taking a close look on how people posted about these events on Internet, we 

depicted a pattern in tweets for the whole year. It is clearly visible that people were talking 

more on internet in the months when these events were actually happening and otherwise we 

see a decline in posts on the internet. The graph is depicted in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.3. Bar charts and line graph for Chatter intensities in Bangalore. 

3.5 KARACHI (PAKISTAN) – INTENSITY VS TIME 
Similarly while catching the data for Karachi (Pakistan), we came across another 

interesting pattern shown in Figure 3.5. From July 2011 to Aug 2011, there were major 

violence between rival gangs and military troops stepped in the city. There were orders to 

shoot on site for any violent display of act and around 1100 people were killed. Again rise in 

twitter post rose to somewhat around 15000 rapidly as compare to an average of 5000 

tweets/month. Tweet count again rose to almost 16000 in October 2011 when there was 

Annual Software export expo, which is one of the largest revenue generators for the country. 

3.6 APPLICATION STATISTICS IN PUBLIC RELEASE 
To collect the information from different parts of the world, we released the app 

publicly for few months to collect data. Though we never marketed it, people from different 

countries United States, Morocco, Pakistan, Columbia and Spain downloaded it presented by  
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Figure 3.4. Bar charts and line graph for chatter intensities in Cairo. 

Figure 3.6. The app is still active on their phone and they are checking the chatter intensity 

around them. We also see that number of people who downloaded app went high in Oct but 

the graph dropped, as people are not able to find preloaded data.  This data is shown in 

Figure 3.7. 

Also we see different Android platforms which people are using the app on. See 

Figure 3.8. Its clearly mentioned that more than 50% of people in the same app category are 

using latest Android 2.3 OS, however only 32 % of people are using Android 2.2 . Its 

interesting to see that 1.2% of people are still using Android 1.5 sdk which is not being used 

by any phone company anymore. 

Also, we are able to see which phones people are using to download the app and play 

with it. For current application, number is evenly divided for 6 different phones. As all the 

new phones are released in United States first and than in other countries, we see that small 

countries are still using the phones hat were released in United States last year. So we are  
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Figure 3.5. Bar charts and line graph for chatter intensities in Karachi. 

 
Figure 3.6. Countries where application is being used currently. 

able to get a graph of the phones used by people and can market things in a proper way 

shown in Figure 3.9.  

As we know the different countries where people are using the app, we can also plot a 

graph for language as in Figure 3.10. We see that out of 6 people using the app currently 2  
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Figure 3.7. Total active installs of the application. 

 

Figure 3.8. Different Android OS on which application is installed. 

speak English(UK), 1 speak English (US), 2 speak (Spanish) and 1 speak French. This is a 

really interesting thing as we are always able to plot a pattern on People of which countries, 

language and having particular phone are using the app and marketers can market their 

product accordingly in these areas. 
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Figure 3.9. Different phones on which application is installed. 

 
Figure 3.10. Different languages of people using the app. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

In this project we build an android application to gather the data of chatter intensity 

for different parts of the world. Like every project in first release, we have some results, 

limitations and future enhancement that we have with our project. We picked few cities in 

India to do our case studies and test the application. We came out with some amazing results 

but of course there are still limitation with these results.  

4.1 RESULTS 
We clearly see that a different pattern is created on the basis of people talking over 

social networks in various areas. These patterns help us out in various ways to depict market 

situation, current events, technologically advancement in these area. As with our case studies 

we see in cities like Mumbai (India), we see some increase from July to Sept but a sharp 

decrease for people posting on Internet in October. The numbers again went up in November. 

People in Mumbai posting more on internet when so many events were going on and they 

wanted to share. However in Bangalore the number is rapidly increasing every month and 

more and more people are being introduced to technology and new jobs are getting open 

every month.  

Marketers are also gaining an insightful data about the type of phones people are 

using in which countries. This can help them to introduce new and advanced phones in these 

areas to maximize their profit.  

4.2 LIMITATIONS 
As far as limitations are consider, we are capturing data only from one social network 

Twitter. There are so many social networks out in the world and few of them really popular. 

People go and chat everywhere either, Twitter, FaceBook, Google+, Linkedin etc. As few of 

these big social network does not allows to collect data for a person if he is not in your 

contact list, we cannot consider all the possible cases.  

Secondly, as we do not have any preloaded data, its up to the user of the app to build 

a data. In initial stages as user runs the application he can only see data for present month and 
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as he continues to use the application he can depict a pattern. It is a slow process until we 

collect our data. People are looking for commercially available data to help them 

immediately and don’t like to wait to create data themselves.  

4.3 FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 
The application is built using Android platform and Java Programming language. 

Hence, the application is only supported on different Android devices. To make it available 

to large number of masses we can create an application using HTML5 which is just 

introduced as a substitute language to many different platform languages. HTML5 actually 

builds a web application which can be easily run in Android, iphone or blackberry phones 

without the need to write the native code for each. 

Also we can add new social network other than just Twitter and capture more and 

more data and thus creating more interesting patterns which can be much more useful. 

Algorithm used for changing the month through a scrolling bar can be optimized further so 

that it can be much more smoother.  

We can advance the app by showing the result of chatter intensity for days or weeks 

and rather than months. Its requires bigger servers to store so much information and more 

optimized algorithm to parse the data from various social networks. Though in the end it will 

give a really amazing pattern of life cycle of chatter intensity of people.  
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APPENDIX 

ABBREVIATIONS 
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API - Application Programming Interface 

JSON – JavaScript Object Notation 

OS - Operating System 

REST - Representational State Transfer 

SDK – Software Development Kit 

UI – User Interface 


